Outdoor Summer Research at the William and Mary Labs

AFM Training at the Characterization Lab

Pictured above are graduate students from Norfolk State University. They include: Taina Matos, Ramya Gropikrishnan, Prabakaran Ravichandran, LaTonya Waller, Rahul Bhure, Jianynan Sun. Olga is shown teaching AFM training to the group.

New Summer Researchers at the William and Mary Labs

Jennifer Everett-Amma is a middle school science teacher at North East Middle School located in North East, Maryland. This is her third summer with the DOE-ACTS program at the Jlab. During her stay, she will be working with Dr. Michael Kelley and William and Mary students on the Barbados artifact analysis project.

Scientist from California visit the W&M ARC labs

Pictured above visiting our lab is Jason Reed, a senior project scientist from UCLA’s California NANOSystems Institute, and CNU ARC Director Dr. Fattah. “The California NanoSystems Institute is a research center at UCLA whose mission is to encourage university collaboration with industry and to enable the rapid commercialization of discoveries in nanosystems.”

Sandie Fusillo, a native of Ohio, is a middle school teacher in Massillon, Ohio. She is also a part of the DOE-ACTS program at Jlab. While she is at Jlab, she will be comparing metals of the USS Monitor with modern metal samples such as wrought iron, cast iron, and copper.

1. http://www.cnsi.ucla.edu/staticpages/about-us